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von-Wellnitz: The Catholic Liturgy and the Mormon Temple

the catholic liturgy

and the mormon temple
marcus von wellnitz

most of the worlds religions incorporate some form of ritual into
their worship be it merely the singing of a hymn in a meeting the
wearing of a particular attire or kneeling at a certain time and place
the older the religion is the more complex and numerous the
ceremonies seem to be and the more they often resemble each other
indicating the probability of a common ancestral beginning in
antiquity I
it is to be expected that christianity shares in the ritualistic
aspect of religion the oldest christian institution the catholic
churches of the roman and eastern branches have perpetuated much
ancient ceremony into our time while the modern revival groups and
offshoots
shoots have lost or deliberately eliminated a great
the protestant off
part of that ritual and have simplified their services the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints being neither catholic nor protestant claims a divine restoration of ancient modes and ordinances
the LDS church has two different types of meetings each of which
specializes in a different element of liturgy the ordinary chapel worship service in the morning or in the evening relates to the simplistic
forms of earlier worship with a minimum of ceremony and formality
while the temple assembly on the other hand reestablishes the
ancient order of solemn ritual in that latter instance then accepting
the fact of the restoration there should be some resemblances and
connections between the ceremonial aspects of the latter day saint
ordinances and the catholic traditions and practices 2
1
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examination of the solemn liturgical customs in the roman and
the eastern rites indicates dependence on the sacred ceremonies of
the jews and the early christians even though the catholic ritual is
said to have undergone additions deletions and alterations which
have modified their character over the centuries 3 in most aspects
the roman liturgy is quite comprehensible to the latter day saint
who has attended the temple even though catholic writers claim that
their rites are an incomprehensible ceremony which most of the
as little as we should a ceremony of the
faithful understand
buddhist religion or a rite of some chinese sect 4 but the fundamental components and core elements of the ancient ritual can be
recognized and are often distinctly apparent though the catholic
version has become over almost two millennia a combination service
of many diverse sources with altered and sometimes barely noticeable
ordinances of an inactive nature when compared to the model of the
archetype
the basic outline of the LDS religious services is related to a
variety of factors but it seems essentially jewish in character except
for the addition of the sacrament as a christian derivation the sunday meetings in the chapel appear to affiliate in their basic form and
purpose to the assembly in the synagogue with its prayers singing
scriptural readings and exhortations the temple service however
mormons do not deny the
retains its typical and ultimate objective cormons
dependence and association between their meetings and the jewish
rites and services while the catholic churches have throughout
history often been somewhat hostile to the inevitable attempt to
openly equate their liturgy to jewish sources and practices 5 the
evidence however is undeniable and modern catholic writers and
theologians now admit freely to their hebrew origins and refer proudly to old testament references and antecedents incorporated into
their ceremonies and doctrines thus it is now quite obvious that
we must expect to find within the church of early days many relics
jerusalem began its
ofofjudaism
judaism 6 since the first christian society at atjerusalern
existence as a group within the framework of the ancestral jewish
faith
the background of early christian worship must be
sought in those two jewish institutions of the temple and the
1I
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synagogue 7
christian worship drew from judaism 8 yet the
catholic churches gave it all a new meaning 9
the fact that christ and his disciples were deeply involved with
the temple and the synagogue is substantiated by new testament
scriptures 10 it appears obvious that the early christians not only had
their sunday services either in a jewish synagogue or a members
domicile but also that they still retained the periodic visit to the temple and saw no conflict in the dual nature of their worship later
after the destruction of the temple by titus in 70 AD its place in the
activities of the early christians was not simply left vacant but was immediately replaced by a substitute service of a ritualistic and ceremonial character with a new christian essence thus two meetings of
different forms and purposes were simultaneously offered in the infant church the morning service still resembled very closely the less
ceremonious meeting of the synagogue and could be favorably compared to the mormon sunday school and even the sacrament
meeting for it consisted entirely of prayers lessons from the scriptures and sermons on gospel living and theology 12 sometimes it was
referred to as the service of the catechumen since unbaptized
believers our modern day investigators were permitted to attend
since many of the early converts were of jewish origin in all
likelihood they felt at home at this assembly for it was a ceremony
borrowed from the services of the synagogues 13
the more formal meeting with its accompanying ritual patterned
essentially after the temple was held in the evening it was here that
the sacramental nature with its promises and obligations was
ceremoniously portrayed although it had been altered to include
some new christian elements and characteristics the climax of the
meeting became the consecration and the distribution of the
eucharist with its affiliated liturgy and symbolism only worthy and
initiated members were allowed to participate in this rite the holy
and formal distinction of the temple service was therefore transferred
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to this gathering which then assumed the function and stature of the
now destroyed temple at jerusalem 14
however the division between the two meetings did not continue for long soon perhaps for convenience both services were
combined and welded into one with the eucharistic portion taking
precedence over the instructional part usurping more and more time
and importance until the sermons and exhortations were considerably
catechu mens applying
diminished 15 yet as long as there were adult catechumens
for membership some scriptural readings and theological teachings
continued to be given usually in the initial part of the service after
which the non
nonmembers
members were excused when the more solemn and
ritualistic portion of the liturgy for the baptized members commenced 16 there were then in effect two masses the mma
missa
catechumen orum and the l missa sacramentorum
catechumenorum
sacrament orum V 171 later when
most of the people in europe had converted to catholic christianity
the combination service was no longer considered necessary and it was
almost completely dispensed with while the mass became the exclusive ceremonial liturgy interestingly the protestant reformers
endeavored to reintroduce the ser
sermonette and instructional element
sermonetti
monette
into their services it gave the meeting once more a balance retrospective of the early christian order by including a lecture and not prolonging the meeting unduly the ceremonial segment was curtailed
the pattern
and often moved to the beginning of the service as is also thepattern
in mormon tradition the eucharist however remains the climax
and grand finale in the catholic mass
to rely on the institution of the temple too rigorously however
was uncomfortable for the early church because it implied that christianity was not original but owed its format to the jewish heritage
on the other hand to completely ignore the temple ritual suggested
ignoring the apostolic favor it had enjoyed and indirectly admitted
that something was lost or unjustifiably excluded from the earliest
traditions the most effective course to pursue was to incorporate the
trimmings of the temple ritual into the mass in a different context
following that modus operandi the church retained the best of both
options 18
1
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if possible the early church buildings were constructed in an

east west direction in the tradition of the temple at jerusalem 19 the
first LDS temples were also constructed along that orientation 20 entrance into the early churches was in the west while the holy place
with the altar was positioned in the eastern part denoting that a person who entered left the region of darkness the temporal world and
proceeded forward to the region of light where the sun arose 21 in
the fourth century bishop cyril ofofjerusalern
jerusalem explained to his listeners
the meaning of this peculiar conduct
first of all you entered into the antechamber
ante chamber of the baptistry and
there you stood facing the west and there you listened to instructions to
stretch forth your hand and renounced satan as if he were present
I1 want to tell you why you stand facing the west it is necessary
since it is the region of darkness
when you renounced satan
there is open the paradise of god which he placed in the east
and
symbolically of this you turned from west to east the region of light 22

the

basilicae
earliest basilicas
basili cas were divided into three parts first the
atrium or forecourt then the church proper with the area for the congregation
gre gation and finally set off by a barrier the holy place for the altar
and the officiating clergy 23 thus the church became a temple
where the christians
because it is a place
perform a
sacrifice writes a modern scholar
the christian sanctuary insofar
as it was a temple recalled in some way the holy of
holies in the temofholies
ple of jerusalem 24 constantines
constantines churches were equated to
temples 25 and the early fathers understood them as such 26 the
byzantine liturgy prescribes even today that the clergy quote the fifth
I will enter into thy house 1I will
psalm upon entering the church
bow in thy holy temple 27
the roman catholics hesitate to actually apply the word temple
early jewish converts often referred to the church
to a church but the earlyjewish
as the house of god
beth Eloheim or literally translated the
1
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more often the church was called domus dei
28more
house of the gods 28
del
or dominicus
dominicum or the house of the lord 29 the dedication of a
Dominicum
hollest
church building was likewise observed as if it were indeed the holiest
1I

and most sacred structure the altar and the walls were sprinkled
with oil and wine and a prayer was pronounced over all the vessels
and items in the house 30 it was done to set them apart forever to
the service of almighty god to separate them from profane use 31
the first ritual a catholic encounters is baptism it is still an
impressive ceremony even though most recipients currently are only
infants in the early centuries after christ however it was an even
more memorable and elaborate ordinance than today the applicant
was an adult and therefore ready to undergo intensive instructions
before initiation into the church since baptisms were performed
mostly at eastertide
time the candidate also attended the paschal vigil a
Easter
eastertime
solemn ceremony to commemorate the light which proceeds out of
the darkness 32 the baptism itself was not administered in the church
building but in a separate building or annex called the baptistry 33
many of these special structures are still in existence for example the
baptistries at nocera riez pisa naples and florence 34
sometimes the building was octagonal in shape symbolizing the
jewish equivalent of baptism the act of circumcision on the eighth
day and also symbolizing that christ rose from the dead eight days
after the jewish sabbath now called sunday 35 bishop cyril of
jerusalem left a thorough account of such a ceremony at his church in
the fourth century
As soon as you entered you took off your street tunic and this was a symbol of taking off the old person and his deeds after having stripped
you were naked also imitating christ who was naked on the cross
you were naked in the sight of all men but you were not ashamed

Syn
syndicus
dicus the twentieth century encyclopedia of catholicism vol 12
1211 early christian art
eduard syndikus
new york hawthorn books 1962 pp
elvheim technically plural though
16heim
ap 38ff the suffix heim makes Feloheim
literally
rally translated
not translated plural however if Ete
beth El oheim would read house of the gods
perhaps suggesting that those who enter can become gods
domms
the roman rite pp
eisenhofer and lechner liturgy odthe
ap 106 107 the word dom derives from domus
of rhe
is from this term that the
basilica comes from the greek basileus
king and kingdom
perhaps it is
jehovahs
hs witnesses call their meeting place kingdom hall
Jehova
3qhe
in the
corum 56 63 other dedications are found m
francorum
the gallican rite isis contained in the missale Fran
in
also in the ordo romanus 41 1 31 in
sanctificationimis
reginensis 1 88 particularly in the prayer deus sanctificatiommis
imis
Sanctification
debeat
the section ordo quomodo ecclesia debaat
31 walker
waiker the ritual reason why p 55
3arthur
aarthur
arthur mccormack the twentieth century encyclopedia of catholicism vol 50 christian initiation
new york hawthorn books 1969 PP 54 60
331irenee
3renee
31renee henn
catholicism vol 112 eastern liturgies
liturgics
Dal
dalmais
henri dalmain
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mais the twentieth century encyclopedia of
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ap 70 71
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after these things you were shown the way to the font and each of you
was asked if you believed in the father the son and the holy ghost
after you confessed that you went into the water three times 36

since the candidates appear very often to have been naked at the
ceremony different services were evidently held for men and for
women 37 A catholic baptism in our day is essentially similar and
equally formal in its performance inasmuch as the candidates are
usually infants the parents and godparents
god parents are more involved in the
rite and are supplying the answers in place of the newborn during the
short interview this action signifies a strong idea of proxy performances in catholic theology 38 the first part of the service is similar
to the interview prerequisite to latter day saint baptism
priest
what name do you give your child
parents
priest
what do you ask of gods church for
parents
baptism
you have asked to have your child baptized in doing so you
priest
are accepting the responsibility of training him in the practice of the
faith it will be your duty as christian parents to bring him up to keep
gods commandments as christ taught us by loving god and our
neighbor do you clearly understand what you are undertaking
parents
we do
priest to godparents
are you ready to help the parents of this child
god parents
in their duty as christian parents
we do 393
God parents
godparents

here then the solemnity of the occasion and the responsibility and
consequences of the upcoming baptism are
ticipants
after some prayer and ritual
another interview to ascertain his faith and
god parents
doctrine again the parents or godparents

impressed upon the parthe candidate is given
understanding of church
answer for the infant

priest
do you reject satan
parents 1 I do
priest
and all his works
parents 1 I do
priest
and all his empty promises
parents 1 I do
priest
do you believe in god the father almighty creator of heaven
and earth
parents 1 I do
priest
in jesus christ his only son our lord who was
do you believe injesus

cynil
cyril of jerusalem catechetical lectures 220
37 37mccormack
mccormack christian initiation p 63
31
31ibid
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pp 70 71
Colleg eville minn
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born of the virgin mary was crucified died and was buried rose from
the dead and is now seated at the right hand of the father
parents 1 I do
priest
do you believe in the holy spirit the holy catholic church
the communion of saints the forgiveness of sins the resurrection of the
body and life everlasting
parents 1 I do 40

then the baptism is performed as a symbol of washing and purification 41 today the font is no longer situated in the annex but in the
church itself yet never near the altar in the east but somewhere near
the entrance preferably in the western part of the building in the
vestibule to signify that the child is not yet fully a member of gods
42
family
family42

however the ordinance is not completed at this point there are
anoint ings with consecrated oil during the rite of baptism first
two anointings
with the oil of catechumens
catechu mens second with the oil of chrism each
received a different form of consecration on holy thursday during
god the
the anointing with consecrated oil the priest declares
father of our lord jesus christ has freed you from sin given you a
new birth by water and the holy spirit and welcomed you into his
holy people he now anoints you with the chrism of salvation As
christ was anointed priest prophet and king so may you live always
as a member of his body sharing everlasting life
then the administrant anoints the child with the oil 43 this ordinance was also
performed anciently as evidenced again by cyril of jerusalem who
relates the significance and procedure as follows

the oil is
ears

applied symbolically to your forehead and your other senses
then on your
and you were first anointed on the forehead
afterwards on your breast 44
then on the nostrils

he proceeds

to mention the symbolism in this action

having been worthy of this holy anointing you are now called christians
because before this ordinance you had no right to that title
but you were only proceeding on your way toward becoming christians
par takers with christ you can now be
having then become partakers
called christs or anointed ones 45
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Chiistos means anointed cyril suggests that we can all
caze
christos
christ caye
since chiist
become little christs by the ordinance of anointing by this imitation
and a prophet
royal in
the person is now also a priest
as one theologian put it 46 oil is the symbol of divine
nature
healing the giving of strength and priestly power 47 the body is
washed so that the soul may be purified the body is anointed so that
the soul may be made holy wrote tertullian 48 he also associates it
with the act of a ritual cleansing 49 the oil is kept in special concure enlighten pacify
tainers and is available to
and
strengthen 50 A person may be anointed on thirty six different
places of the body in the coptic rite 51 touching various parts of the
infant immediately after the baptism and anointing is still a
ceremony of the modern catholic rite the priest touches the ears and
the mouth of the child with his thumb saying
the lord jesus
made the deaf hear and the dumb speak may he soon touch your
ears to receive his word and your mouth to proclaim his faith and to
praise the glory of god the father 52 the same ordinance in the
sixth century employed the following monologue
1I sign your eyes so that they may see the
I sign your forehead
glory of god 1I sign your ears so that you may hear the voice of the
lord I1 sign your nostrils so that you may breathe the fragrance of
christ 1I sign your lips so that you may speak the words of life I1 sign
your heart so that you may believe in the holy trinity I1 sign your
shoulders so that you may bear the yoke of christs service
in
the name of the father and of the son and of the holy ghost so that
53
saeculum saeculbrum
saeculorum
you may live forever and ever
1

finally after the application of water and oil the person is endowed with a new white garment since he is now considered reborn a
new being and needs clothes at the modern baptismal ceremony
you have
the priest presents the infant with a white dress and says
become a new creation and have clothed yourself in christ see in
this white garment the outward sign of your christian dignity with
46 payne
46payne

together at baptism p 37
47 miller fundamentals
tod liturgy p 208
the
odthe
of toe
4tertullian
lone
ione 8 baptism in catholic teaching symbolizes the negative aspect in that it
resurrections
tertullian de Resurrect
remits sins but does nothing to elevate man it merely makes him neutral in the eyes of god by eliminating
sanctifies man and gives him standing
the original sin the anointing represents the positive aspect in that it sanctified
before god see mccormack christian initiation p 67
4949tertullian
Bapti
smo 7
baptismo
tertullian de baptisto
5orobert
catholicism vol 114 vestments and church
robert lesage the twentieth century encyclopedia of
ofcatholicism
Bapti
baptismo
Tei
smo 1
tertullian
7
furniture new york hawthorn books 1960 p 76 teitullian
tel tullian de baptisto
5dalmais
dalmain
Dalmals
liturgies
dalmais
ljurgies p 73
mais eastern liturgics
dai
52the
the rite ofbaptism
of baptism p 12
53 53mccormack
mccormack christian initiation p 50 see also louis bouyer christian initiation new york macmillan co 1960 M E boissard 1 I renounce satan his pomp and his works cited in D george et al
baptism in the new testament london geoffrey chapman 1964
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your family and friends to help you by word and example bring that
dignity unstained into the everlasting life of heaven 54 the dress is
also referred to as the garment of righteousness or the robe of
light 55 ambrose compared the garment to a veil
after these
things you have received white garments that it may be shown that
you have put aside the cloak of sin and put on the chaste veils of injerusalem employed the white garments in
nocence
no cence 56 also cyril of ofjerusalern
his service of initiation
but now after having put away your old
clothes and dressed in these white ones you must always remain
clothed in white 57 the initiate had to wear these particular
garments for the rest of the day and he also received a new name
after this ordinance 58
likewise when a person decides to join a monastery or convent
he or she leaves the former life behind and therefore symbolically
sheds the old person and its clothes and receives a new vestment indicative
dicative of the particular monastic order chosen
the ancient
ceremony was quite elaborate and the recipient had to submit to a
series of rites
certain interrogations were made and trials imposed
and instructions given before one was admitted into the priestly
state 59 the novice also accepts a new name usually that of a catholic
saint which is at times assigned while it can in other orders often be
chosen by the individual As has recently become evident again a
pope of the roman catholic church also selects a new name for
himself upon entering his new calling
the catholic baptismal ceremony is therefore an initiation
rite 60 the second vatican council proclaimed
the baptized
person the regeneration and the anointing of the holy spirit are
consecrated as a spiritual house and a holy priesthood 61 the oraccomplished by
dinance is even characterized as a sealing
the holy spirit at baptism 62 in some of the older churches there
are sometimes special anointing rooms 63 all of this seems very
familiar to the latter day saint
in the catholic rite a further anointing is applied at the time of
confirmation
here the godparent places his hand on the right
the rite ofbaptism
of baptism p
54the

11
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shoulder of the recipient who is kneeling in the chapel near the altar
the bishop rests his right hand on the candidates head while his
thumb anoints the forehead of the person with oil after the chrism
he strikes the conflrmants
confirm
confirmants
ants cheek slightly 64 this ritual gives us the
authority to act in the name of christ and in the name of his church
when we are confirmed we are authorized to do the same thing that
christ would do if he were here today 65 in the eastern church the
oil is applied on the forehead the eyes ears the nose mouth chest
the hands and the feet to cleanse them from sins committed
through their use 66 all these rites it is taught are christian
sacraments of initiation 67 a representation of a sacred reality by
material signs 68 after a long absence in the ritual and the
theology anointing the sick has also been revived in the catholic
church supplementing the extreme unction 69 here too the recipient has the oil applied on his eyes ears nose mouth the hands and
the feet 70
upon entering a church building a catholic is confronted with a
reenactment of the purification rite at baptism anciently a basilica
included an actual font with water in the atrium court in front of the
church building itself here the participants in the liturgy were
wont to wash themselves before entering the church 71 it is suggested that such a font was but a remnant of the old impluvium of a
roman villa 72 yet nearly all temples in antiquity as well as arab
mosques even today incorporate a ceremonial washbasin near their
entrances 73 rather than assuming that the atrium and font in a
catholic church are modeled after a roman house would it not be
more fitting to suggest that the villa might be patterned after the
basic elements of the sacred place of ordinances the temple
later these basins became smaller and less obvious and were
modified into the water stomps
stoups near the doors of catholic churches 74
their purpose is to purify all creatures from the evil influences of
Fulton J sheen these are the sacraments new york hawthorn books 1962 pp
41
fuhonj
ap 40 41
65 65payne
payne together at baptism p 49
francis J connell the seven sacraments what they are what they doa
do glen rock N J
paulist press 1966 p 59
cooke christian sacraments and christian personality p 23
68 bernard
picault what Is a sacrament
sacramenta
dernard piault
sacrament77 vol 49 the twentieth century encyclopedia of catholicism
new york hawthorn books 1963 p 42 see also clement stromata 6 15
commentary
15johnchrysostom
john chrysostom Comment
aly
gatans
ernst
on first
hist corinthians justin martyr condemned them as satans imitation of the real thing 1 apology 66
69 69francis
francis nicholas halligan
rhe
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the sacraments sacraments ofrecon
Halhgan the ministry odthe
hai
of rge
odthe
ofthe
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ciliafron
atton new york alba house 1973 2 195ff
atron
70 70sheen
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pp 99 101
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the devil and to protect them against everything which threatens their
life health and possessions 75 they are definitely connected with
the sunday custom of sprinkling the congregation with holy water
days by self sprinkling 76 thus a cleansing
replaced on week
weekdays
through water is necessary before entering the presence of god 77
while the mass was restricted to sundays in the first few centuries
after christ it became subsequently a practice to provide services
more than once a week and finally even daily the synagogue
meetings had been held just one time a week and the frequency of
christian worship seems to have been patterned after it but by offering services at various times of the day from sunrise to sunset and at
different days of the week christian meetings were imitating the
temple ritual with its daily sacrifices 78 it is also interesting to note
the ancient practice of keeping men and women separated in the
church just as they were kept to different locations in the temple at
jerusalem 79 women had either to stand on different sides of the
aisle in the chapel or they were restricted to a balcony which overlooked the main assembly hall 80 in addition it was proper for
women to conceal their heads with a veil or some kind of covering 81 a
custom which has largely become obsolete in the united states but
which is still quite prevalant
prevalent in catholic countries of south america
and europe
As to the presentation of mans history and progression very little remains in the church rituals of today either as a drama or a recitation
however several now obscure remnants attest that early
catholicism was acquainted with the concept as part of the church
basilicae
basili
cas is redolent
ceremony the atrium or forecourt of the pristine basilicas
refrigerium
of the temple court and the garden the refiigerium
um of traditions and
refrigeri
in literature the atrium of a church is described as a private courtyard
a pretty little garden with
with a well in the middle
pines and cypresses known as a paradise 82 here then do we encounter the notion of the garden I the paradiso an actual beautiful
1
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new york benziger brothers inc 1961 p 175 miller fundamentals of
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and well kept grove a garden of eden with evergreen trees a vine
and roses before one enters the sacred structure of the temple which
represents the holy place 83
not everyone could step into the chapel to witness services in the
primitive church the porter a minor order of the priesthood
formerly stood at the door to see that only worthy and reliable persons entered 84 A last remnant of the guardians to the holy place
are the statues of angels saints sphinxes and even of awful looking
beasts and creatures at the entrances to the hallowed sanctuaries of
medieval times they appear to remind the person seeking admission
that he has to be clean in action and thought before presenting
himself to deity and participating in the sacred ordinances
A ceremony very much suggestive of a creation setting is the old
paschal vigil of the catholic ritual at Easter
eastertime
time members and
eastertide
catechu mens alike were permitted in attendance it was considered
catechumens
to have been a general instruction period before the initiation of the
latter and a commemoration for the already initiated this anzere
mire
mite
rite
cient festival of creation recounted the passover or the yete
lite de
passage from birth to death from one state of life to another 85 it
began with the congregation in complete darkness et tenebrae erat
super
abyssi
ahyssi
aby
christ
ssi
superfaciem
yuter
sti was struck from a flint
trl
Chii
faciem apy
cardtri
the lux care
abissi
suter facies
stone then the ceremonial paschal candle was lighted in the gloomy
dark fiat lux and the candle passed among the participants who
lighted their own candles from it in the midst of great joy and shouts
exultate
ate
of jubilation jubilate et exult
this celebration seems to symbolize the creation out of darkness as well as the coming of christ as a
light to illuminate the world which was in darkness associated with
this rite was the reading of the creation story the account of the
flood and the israelite exodus out of egypt as parables of the progress of man indicating birth and rebirth hope and despair 86 the
vigil is particularly remarkable since it was performed immediately
catechu mens and the sacrificial liturgy at
prior to the initiation of the catechumens
the altar in the sanctuary of the basilica
notably during the renaissance baroque and rococo periods
the churches were transformed into distinctly unearthly places of
glory they became a mixture of imperial throne rooms and celestial
halis
hails
sj of state 87 the best architects sculptors and painters were
hall
hallsj
halls
hail
hali
hallsa
employed and no expense was spared to convert the church halls into
ibid p
bid

131
131bid

47
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celestial embassies where the participants in the divine rites could feel
themselves as though in heaven in the presence of the king of the
world for a certain period of time before leaving again for the mortal
sphere outside the building
nothing can be too good too costly
too fair for the house of god 88 the churches often resemble and
many indeed surpass the grandeur and artistry of the celestial room
in the older LDS temples in our day and age the idea of the church
as a celestial court has been abandoned for a more simple and often
outright drab style which symbolizes the dreariness of the world man
has become a wanderer and sojourner in search of a heaven and the
church edifices depict the transitory nature of human life they
represent a tent in the pilgrimage of mankind on earth the
church is now the ecclesia peregrinans
peregiinans
uns
ans 89
peregrin
even the processions
professions
process ions to different places within the church and
outside remind us of the stages of life the continual movement to a
better and progressive state of being a pilgrimage through this vale
of misery 90 banners are carried by the group one exhibiting a lion
the other a dragon denoting respectively christ and satan who lead
us through this existence according to whom we choose 91 during our
earthly pilgrimage we should seek the right way following christ
to our home of eternity 92
apparently the catholic churches are aware of the differing
stages of the temple representations by including these references to
them in the church ritual even the introduction of music into the
liturgy has its precedence in the temple and not in the synagogue
though the LDS temple does not utilize musical performances in its
ceremony the great shrine in jerusalem did employ the use of instrumentals choral singing orchestral renditions and probably even
an organ 93
also the ceremonial dress of the catholic clergy during the perfor
formance
mance of liturgical ordinances conforms very closely to the priestly
vestments of temple service 94 the sacred dress was only worn by
one who ministered at the altar wrote josephus
he wore it on
occasion of his entering the most holy place 95 while other people
who attended the jewish rite at the temple also may have been

joseph A dunney the mass new york the macmillan company 1925
rhe
the liturgy pp
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cr fundamentals odthe
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of rge
why p 99
9walker
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arrayed in special clothes it is only the
fhe priest and his immediate aids
in the performance who are attired in the ritual habilaments he
wears the dress in proxy for the congregation before the lord and he
also wears it because he represents god to the people in attendance
while officiating at the altar the priest in a sense leaves this earth
and enters another world 96 since the other world the celestial
realm was a region of purity and glory the traditional color of the
we should conclude without
vestments has long been white
doubt that the dress appropriate to the most solemn offices of the
holy ministry during the primitive age was white
again
and again even in medieval writers do we find recognition of white
vestments as being the proper garb of christian ministry 97 the
long white robe the cassock which was also worn by the choir was
used only in churches but today it is not necessarily always white 98
ib is white and so is the surplice of the priest at the
however the aalb
time of his ordination 99 the popes dress is said to resemble those
of the roman consuls and the ancient diptychs represent the pope
in all the majesty of those great roman and byzantine
you who
dignitaries 100 eusebius addressed the bishops of tyre
are dressed in the sacred garment that reaches to the feet adorned
with the celestial crowns of glory 101 reportedly the bishops anmitres or priestly caps after the model of the jewish
ciently wore maitres
priests which were modeled like a turban or a bonnet 102 jerome
described the headdress of the priests
the fourth of the vestments
is a small round cap
much as though a sphere were to be divided through the centre and one half thereof to be put upon the head
it has no peak at the top nor does it cover the whole head as
far as the hair extends but leaves about a third of the front part of the
head uncovered it is attached by a band onto the back of the head
so as not to be liable to fall off 103
the beretta worn in the second millennium of catholicism was
a square cap with three corners or prominences rising from its
crown and having for the most part a tassel depending 104 the
headdress of the officiant is important when performing official acts
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that are mainly authoritative in nature 105 associated with the
headcovering
head covering is the cutting of the priests hair at ordination the tonsure which is also ceremonious in character 106 it is also important to
note that the clergy particularly monks and nuns are buried in their
vestments 107 there are other items which are part of the ritual
habiliments such as the girdle attached to the cassock and the alb it
is long like a sash and represents promptitude in executing the
commands of god exactness in religious observances and watchfulness in regard to our eternal salvation 108 the stole is another article which belongs to the full raiment during the liturgy it is worn
over the shoulders or around the neck by the clergy but on different
sides depending on the degree within the priesthood the deacon
for example wears it over the left shoulder and fastened on the
right side 109 while the priest and bishop wear it crossed over his
breast 110 A special prayer is said while dressing with the stole
restore to me 0 lord the stole of immortality which 1I lost through
I1111
the transgression of my first parents lii
most of the changing of the dress takes place in a particular
111 yet the priest still removes some parts of
room the sacretarium 112
the robes during the ceremony itself and takes other items and puts
them on while he is officiating 113 but not only the participants at the
rai ments jerome also enaltar are instructed to don some special raiments
couraged
cou raged visitors to the liturgy to wear new clothes for the occasion
though less ritualistic in character we too ought not to enter into
the holy of
holies in our everyday garments just such as we please
ofholies
when they have become defiled from the use of ordinary life but
with a clean conscience and clean garments 114 to wear new and
unsoiled apparel is quite appropriate for anyone when entering the
house of god
however the priest who participates actively in
the ordinances labors under a different code and must appear in
ceremonial attire because he enters the area of the altar the sanctuary
and holy place in a catholic church
eisenhofer and lechner liturgy odthe
ete p 155
of the roman rire
rite
06 connell
06connell the seven sacraments p 147 not only catholic priests have their hair cut but it was an anclent
cient widespread custom among the Mesopotamians and egyptians as well as in the far east southeast asia
and india even today catholic priests in the united states do not have to be tonsured p 153
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the

reality of an altar in a chapel presents another suggestion
that the liturgy of the mass and the associated ordinances are indeed
an amalgamation of the ceremonies of places of worship and sacred
ritual centers the concept of an altar was not taken from the service
in the synagogue for there was no altar there it is an adaption from
the temple in jerusalem or from any temple for that matter
originally the pagans accused early christians of not possessing a
shrine with an altar in their meeting halls an altar had been an integral part of most ancient religions and rituals 115 could it be that
the altar was therefore deliberately introduced into the church in
order to give the church the appearance of a sacred sanctuary and
thereby provide for jewish and pagan converts a touch of nostalgic
familiarity to facilitate their acceptance of christianity
earliest
churches displayed only one altar but the number of altars gradually
increased in later centuries until some of the great cathedrals boasted
ilg
a multiplicity of side chapels each with its own altar 116
once the church had become a temple and the altar had been introduced
trod uced other related objects and practices were of necessity
likewise taken in as a matter of course among them incense and
candles which were standard features of the tabernacle and the holy
sanctuary in jerusalem 117 candles on the altar were evidently a copy
of the minorah candles usually number seven in a catholic church
but there may be as few as only one pair the acceptable minimum for
the mass 118 another adoption from an outside ritual was the veil
which women were required to wear in church notably at the altar for
the wedding ceremony 119 clement taught it this way
and this
further let the woman have let her wholly cover her head
cov
covereth
ereth her own eyes
and if thus with modesty and with a veil she coverett
she shall neither be mislead herself nor shall she draw others by the
her face into the dangerous path of sin for this willeth
exposure of
other
the word seeing that it is meet for the woman that she pray with a
covered head 120
with the introduction of the altar in the church the mixture of
temple and synagogue became even more complete yet the altar
was a structure of the outside court and not of the sacred temple interior but the affiliation of both places was soon established the
locale of the altar in the church was converted into a sanctuary and
5minucius
Minu cius felix octavius 32
minucius
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the purpose and function of the ark of the covenant in the holy of
injerusalern
holies was transferred to the altar with the real temple in jerusalem
destroyed and the catholic church as its self appointed successor the
site of the church altar now symbolized the most holy place the sanc12
tum sanctorum 121
this was dramatically emphasized by renaissance
and baroque architects who often surrounded the altar with statues of
angels representing the cherubim of the lords presence on the ark of
the covenant 122 they were to protect the most sacred structure and
also act as witnesses to the ordinances performed and the vows and
oaths taken in their presence 123
hollest and its ark from the
finally the veil which separated the holiest
remainder of the room was also adopted in its catholic version a
barrier was erected between the altar and the rest of the church where
the faithful gathered to witness the liturgical rites
the sanctuary is
called the holy place haikal
and it is cut off from the nave by a
lattice screen 124 john chrysostom mentions veils which covered the
sanctuary during the consecration of the sacramental emblems in his
day and a poem by st paulinus of nola commenced with the line
veiled are the holy altars 125 in the eastern rites of catholicism
the altar is concealed behind a solid screen 126 sometimes it is a
curtain which hides the altar during the anaphora 127 almost all
churches in the early centuries possessed a network partition which
separated the altar from the rest of the church and also the side altars
were veiled in by a screen 128 in the later church the veils and
screens were gradually removed or converted into a balustrade an ornamen ted enclosure with a gate called the cancelli 129 still the
namented
unordained were normally not permitted to enter the altar sanctuary
and even kings and emperors were barred except for certain occasions
coronations
nations 130 early altars used to be covered with a
such as their coro
canopy supported by columns and known as the ciborium
from the roof of the ciborium veils of rich stuff were suspended 131
thus the altar also appears as the throne of god the mercy seat
covered by a royal canopy as over a kings throne from which he ruled
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partition with gate between the high altar and the congregation
trier germany
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all seeing eye
his domain

132

over church entrance watching

wurzburg germany

who enters

near the altar furthermore stand the chairs of the

presiding authorities of the ceremonies in the sanctuary 133
some of the renaissance and baroque churches exhibit another
interesting symbol above the altar on the ceiling it is the all seeing
eye of god either painted or sculptured as a real eye often surrounded by a triangle or less obviously represented as a circle from which
rays emit or even as a round window through which light pierces
down into the sanctuary here then is apparently a further attempt
to impress upon the participants in the ritual the notion that the lord
is ever present and observes all things particularly the actions and
vows at the altar adding this symbolic ornamentation became appropriate
prop riate during the renaissance because the altar at that time was
customarily erected onto the back wall of the nave a practice which
did not exist in the early centuries AD at that time the altar stood
in such a position that the priest could face the congregation during
the celebration of the liturgy 134
eisenhofer and lechner liturgy ofthe
odthe
of the roman rite p 123

mass
abass p 23
alass
mals
dunney the muss
124124jungmann
mass odthe
the roman rite p
jungmann muss
of rhe
ofthe
133

the roman rite
eisenhofer and lechner liturgy odthe
of rhe
pp
ap 124 25 the altar has been moved away from the wall in our time by the second vatican council which
decreed that if possible the altar should be closer to the people so that they may watch the proceedings of
the mass
181
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all seeing eye in a triangle on top of the pulpit
dusseldorf germany
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the catholic

mass evolved around the altar which was the central place of worship and ritual in the church it was literally the ark
of the covenant where covenants and vows were made to god 135
prominent among these are the marriage promises ratified by the
ring the kiss and the handclasp of the couple as they laid their
joined hands on the gospel book 136 however the altar is also a
replacement for the altar of sacrifice in the temple court at atjerusalem
jerusalem
and comparable to the sacrament table in the mormon chapel because
it symbolizes the sacrifice of christ and at the same time the sacrifice
of the individual participant which he is willing to make for christ 137
since the altar is placed a few steps higher than the rest of the church
mount of sacrifice 138 because
it may be properly called the
animal sacrifices were no longer performed in the christian ritual the
altar became known as the place of spiritual sacrifices 139 it is the
location of christ s sacrificial death and also at the same time the
place of his triumphant return to life and conquest over death 140 the
41
mass as part of the liturgy becomes therefore another initiation41
initiation 141
the re
reenactment of the work of our salvation under a symbolic
enactment
veil 142 during the figurative sacrifice
we place ourselves on the
altar writes a catholic theologian and when we stand at the altar
we proclaim in
it is our duty to transform our hearts
symbolic fashion
that our whole day will be gods 143
since the mass is indeed another initiation the celebrants are
obliged to go through a further cleansing ceremony before commencing the liturgy as would be expected before an initiation the priest
washes his hands in a short rite known as the lavabo 144 anciently it
was even done before reciting the prayers 145 A somewhat obscure
but purely recognizable mode of purification is also required by the
faithful who enter the church to watch the mass and receive communion he has already been cleansed at baptism but since the mass
represents a renewal of the initiation he needs to wash himself again
and he does so by applying some water from the basin at the entrance
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to the church to various places on his body now he is pure and may
enter the temple and receive the sacramental ordinances
As previously noted the candidate for the ritual of baptism was
interviewed to determine his worthiness and preparation such a
14scrutinium
scrutinium was a search deep into the soul of the applicant 146
this same sort of interview naturally becomes necessary again before
one participates in the mass which is another initiation but at this
time it is the person who needs to interview himself and determine his own worthiness before he attends the mass and communes
at the altar if he has committed any transgressions the application
of the sacrament of penance ideally should precede his reception of
the eucharist no one with grave sins on his conscience should go to
holy communion without previously confessing his sins 147 if he
therefore feels he has any unconfessed items troubling his soul a
catholic needs to appear before his priest and be absolved and
declared worthy again to renew his vows at the altar 148 he can even
be excluded from communion if he is not deemed ready to share the
sacrifice 149 the catholic church then insists on some form of interview before participation in the ordinances in the sanctuary
frequency of communion thus depends on the frequency of confession 150 but a catholic is not necessarily required to attend the
confessional interview if he is going to communion very frequently
such as daily unless he has committed some grave sin since the last
communion however he must submit himself to confession at least
151
once a year 15
the activity in the confession booth could be representative of a symbolic veil scene for the candidate appears before god
who alone can forgive sins and who is represented by the priest he
meets with him in solitude for a personal examination and audience
separated only by a curtain or screen the occasion for the meeting
differs but the ritualistic conditions are proper and familiar
it is the priest who performs most prominently during the mass
since he represents at once god and the congregation the recent
trend however has been to involve the people much more than
hitherto the second vatican council of the early 1960s suggested a
greater participation in the mass on the part of the congregation
the church earnestly desires that christs faithful when present at
this mystery of faith should not be there as strangers or silent specthey should take part in the sacred action conscious of
tators
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what they are doing with devotion and full collaboration
each person present at the assembly of worshipers must do his part
well the master of ceremonies directs all those in the sanctuary
tactfully reminding them to fulfill their roles properly 152
the involvement though is limited to some physical
movements and vocal responses to the presentation by the officiant at
the altar
sometimes ye sing sometimes ye read sometimes ye
hear sometimes ye sit sometimes ye stand sometimes ye incline sometimes ye kneel an ancient theologian wrote 153 during
the instructions and most of the readings the congregation sits 154
while at other times it is the ritual to stand 155
it is a universal
custom to rise and remain standing in the presence of superiors so
that to pray standing is an outward sign of respect towards god 156
kneeling is also observed its symbolic meaning denotes humility
admission of guilt 151577 at a
pleading seeking for help and even an admissionof
modern mass the congregation stands at least six times during the
presentation and kneels no less than three times 158 it is also proper
putni
patni
to bow ones head particularly when the choir sings the gloria patri
he altar 159
or when approachingand
approaching and departing from the
the vocal participation involves primarily responses and affirmations at specific stages throughout the liturgic ceremony
they did
not merely listen to the prayers of the priest in silence but ratified
acclarnations as has been recorded 160 As inmost
in most meetings
them by acclamations
of the christian denominations the catholic also responds with an
amen at the conclusion of a prayer 161 but there are yet more
responses involved which occur after other recitations by officiants
peccatoiibus the great act of thanksgiving
oij quoque
his
no ois
after the nobis
quique peccatoribus
162 likewise
comes to a close as we agree by saying amen
at the
gloria tibi domine
do mine and some other prayers an amen is required
1
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Vobis cum it is even
by the congregation and following the dominus vobiscum
juo 163
dentinal
a sentinal
sen tinal response when they answer with et cum spirito tuo
the priest however is more actively involved in the liturgy and
his actions at the altar are therefore far more pronounced and
elaborate in nature he genuflects and bows his head several times
during the mass 164 at certain stages he prays facing the east 165 at
other times he turns toward the congregation and he looks due west
symbolically the priest represents the people when he turns to the
east toward god and he represents the lord when he faces the
faithful in the church 166 when several administrants participate in
the mass they at times stand around the altar even if not all can
individually touch the table of the altar 167
however some of the most ritualistic actions of the priest are
performed with his hands often completely unnoticed by the casual
observer he touches his body marking special parts of it by the sign
of the cross and he also taps his breast repeatedly 168 most obvious are
memento
his raised hands at the Afe
es the nobis
communicants
Communicant
mento the communicantes
peccatoiibus and the te igitur
quoque
secreta
secret a before the
igtfur 169 at the segret
quique peccatoribus
nonsecretion
consecretion
con
secretion of the emblems as well as for the oremus the preado
paternoster
noster he also stands with his hands
tus the canon and the pater
facing east and originally the faithful too stood facupraised
ing east and with arms lifted up 170 in our day it is perhaps a little
unusual to address and petition the lord in our worship services by
this method but as a rule the ancients prayed standing and mostly
with upraised hands 17171 before a higher being it was most important that the faithful stood with hands uplifted and facing east
with eyes fixed in the direction of the rising sun 172
hardly visible are the different positions of the priest s fingers
during the ceremony of the eucharistic consecration particularly
when touching and elevating the host 173 the host symbolized the
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lord and his emblems can evidently not be handled unless the
fingers have assumed an extraordinarily odd pose in the fourth cendiscuss sed some of these rituals
tury cyril of jerusalem discusssed
when approaching the altar therefore do not come with your

wrists
extended or your fingers spread but from your left hand as a throne for
the right so as to receive a king after having hollowed your palm
come
receive the body of christ and say amen over it
aiso close
also
comealsoclose
to the cup of his blood but do not stretch forth your hands instead
bow forward and say in reverence and worship amen 174

the altar prayers in the catholic mass are also very familiar to an LDS

observer A wide variety of subjects is included in the petitions for
special consideration by the lord
intercessions were offered for
people for kings and for other needs 171755 augustine mentioned the
speace
peace of the world the church kings the army the city the needy
ipeace
the old and weary sailors prisoners slaves the sick the dead the
weather good crops and harvests etc 176 since most of the items
remembered pertain to worldly and physical needs they were apnon members who were
parently
parent ly included to display tolerance toward nonmembers
concerned about these favors also the inclusion of the emperors
and the army is thought to have been done to appease the organs of
state in a time when the early christians were still heavily
persecuted 177 this general prayer for the church and the world the
Com
so called commonis
communis
munis oratio was offered antiphonally so that the
congregation repeated what the priest uttered 178 again bishop
cyril left a short instruction concerning this supplication
1I

we ask god for the common peace in the church

for the welfare of the
world for kings for soldiers and for allies for the sick and for the afflicted and in one word for all those who are in need of help we all
pray and offer this ordinance we also remember those who have died
before us the patriarchs prophets apostles martyrs 179

cyril then includes in his commemoration the departed leaders of
the church as well as the relatives and friends who have died remembrance of the dead is therefore another important aspect of the weekday mass in the catholic faith 180 during the memento the priest
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asks a choice blessing on the departed saints and other important performerly the names of those to be prayed
sons who have died 181

for in the liturgy were written on tablets or parchments
parchmenty
parch ments which from
being folded twice were called diptychs 182 this little booklet or
scroll was often referred to in the eastern rite as the book of the living and the dead since it contained the names of persons who were
seriously ill and requested a special consideration during the prayer at
the altar 183 at first the names were read aloud but it seems to have
taken a long time to read each individual name therefore
the
register of names was laid on the altar and merely a reference introduced
trod uced into the memento 184 though this ceremony is no longer
fully included in the mass it used to be one of the last remnants of
some kind of work for the dead in the catholic ritual the place of
these prayers has perhaps been preempted by the special mass called
the requiem celebrated exclusively for departed relatives
following the apex of the liturgy which is the consecration of the
185 partakeucharist the faithful step forward to receive the emblem 1115
mormons in a chapel service
ing of the sacrament itself occurs for cormons
however for catholics it can properly be changed to the temple sanctuary since the sacrificial altar was a function of the temple ritual in
jerusalem the consumption of the animal flesh by the priest after
judaism the ritual had its significance in
the sacrifice was necessary in injudaism
the notion of an atonement 186 even the distribution of the sacrificial
emblem to the group is done in symbolic fashion in the catholic
chapel while the more modern churches do not necessarily any
longer exhibit the barrier around the altar the older structures still
do the recipient of the eucharist kneels at the one side of the railing
and the priest who represents the lord stands on the other this
symbolizes once more gods distributing his special grace and sanctification to his children behind the partition it is as a matter of
fact the only interaction between the officiant and the recipient 187
another physical connection used to be among the administrants
in the sanctuary and among the people in the assembly this was the
highly ritual kiss of peace which used to occur immediately prior
maes pp
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imparts it to the
to the communion with god
the priest
deacon the deacon to the subdeacon and the latter to the rest of the
clergy
until the eighth century all present took part in the
rite men and women separately 188 but again the ordinance has
not persisted into our time for in the thirteenth century while the
1119
embrace continued the kiss was eliminated 189
it represents the accep tance of the person as a fellow initiate and his welcome into the
ceptance
community 190 today only a slight embrace remains and often it
is not more than a handshake
however the basic notion of a
physical contact near the altar has come from antiquity as a sacred
rite
the ceremonial entry into the church and to the altar in the sanctuary is also acted out in the ritual of the opening of the holy door
the porta santa at st peter in rome and other carefully selected
churches 191 this rite is executed only every twentyfive
twenty five years and
represents the entry of the children of god into the presence of the
lord medieval medals struck for the occasion often show christ on
192the
one side of the portal and the pope or the people on the other 192
the
pope knocks three times with a golden hammer upon which the door
is opened by the masons and he may enter through it and proceed to
the sanctuary the remainder of the clergy and the people then
follow after him A prayer said by pope clement VIII during the rite
in 1600 demonstrates clearly that the ceremony does indeed portray
open unto me the gates of justice
entry into the temple of god
when 1I am entered 1I will praise my lord 1I will enter 0 lord into
thy house 1I will adore thee in thy fear in thy temple 193
the lord is concealed behind some kind of barrier is borne
that theford
thelord
cemetaries in the
out by many paintings and stelae from churches and cemeteries
early centuries of christianity god is never completely visible but
only his arm can be seen as it is stretched out from behind a veil a
curtain a cloud or a screen such as in the churches of
ofnola
ornola
noia SS cosa
nola
e damiano in milan san apollinare in classe parezo in istria and
others 194 even though the correct interpretation may elude the
modern churchgoer it is evidently an ancient symbol of great
significance and transcendent reality
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representation of the lords hand from behind a cloud over church entrance
dusseldorf germany

various ordinances and rituals in the catholic liturgy then
derive from the temple and have been adopted by the church in a
rome has not abolished the rites of the temple
new context
however but simply taken them over every particle of the ancient ordinances
din ances and imagery having been absorbed by the christian
sacraments 195 for the perceptive latter day saint parallels are obvious and relationships apparent indeed resemblances in form and
purpose point to the probability of a common source and common
origin providing an interesting support to LDS claims of a divine
restoration of certain eternal truths apparently known and practiced
anciently by former day saints
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